Tea
Take our tea with you!
Visit the Tea Bar at the front of the Tearoom to purchase our loose leaf teas

Classic Selection
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Cheshire Blend Breakfast Tea
A lovely version of the classic English Breakfast tea, and our only bagged tea. Luxury
black with naturally dried safflower petals in a silk teabag

Assam
Brisk and malty black tea with a bright colour and a touch of fruitiness

Lapsang Souchong
The lapsang leaves are smoke-dried over pinewood fires taking on a distinctive smoky
flavour and rich colour

Earl Grey
Our house blend Earl Grey with the oil of bergamot and beautiful blue corn flowers for a
delicate scented tea. Can be drunk with or without lemon or milk.

Darjeeling
A thinner bodied black tea with floral aromas & slightly sweet taste, wonderful in the
afternoons

Green Tea
High in anti-oxidants and thought to provide many health benefits.

Rooibos (Red Bush)
A naturally caffeine free tea from South Africa. It is said to assist with the reduction of
nervous tension and allergies. Slightly sweet and nutty flavour

Decaffeinated (Black)
A tasty loose leaf black tea without the caffeine

Floral & Fruit Teas
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Peppermint Tea
Refreshing and light herbal tea, known to soothe stomachs.

Lotus Rose Petal
A sumptuous black tea infused with the elegant scent & taste of rose petals

Spiced Apple
A delicious apple experience. Feisty cinnamon, pepper and cardamom dance a fruity
tune to naturally luscious apples

Camomile
Whole dried camomile flowers give this tea a beautifully refreshing taste. The perfect tea
to help relax the mind

Red Berry
A mix of berries, apple, hibiscus petals and a touch of citrus give this tea a bright colour
and heady fragrance – beautiful!

Passionfruit, Guava, & Mango
A taste of sunshine! A super fruity, tropical green tea

Speciality Teas
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Oolong
Translating to Black Dragon tea in English this tea is oxidised and then curled and
twisted. Rich in polyphenols this tea is thought to help keep the heart healthy and aid
general well-being

White Tea
Taken from the delicate buds and young leaves of the tea plant with minimal processing.
This tea contains significantly more anti-oxidants than even green tea and historically
was reserved exclusively for the wealthy elite. A beautifully delicate cup of tea

Vanilla Chai
Our house blend chai, lightly spiced and blended with heady vanilla. Traditionally drunk
sweetened and with milk

Cherry Sencha
Wonderfully smooth sencha green tea with subtle cherry notes, blended with rose petals

Something a little different
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Here we have some beautifully blended black teas, with heady aromas and
a real treat for the taste buds!
Chocolate
Liquorice
Honey

Mint Chocolate Rooibos
Cinnamon
Christmas Spice

Lat-TEA’s (see what we did there?...Latte…  )
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Our loose leaf tea brewed to perfection and topped with silky, steamed milk
Spiced Vanilla Chai
London Fog (Earl Grey)
Iced Teas
3
Made with our loose leaf tea, slightly sweetened and served over ice
Red Berry tea
Vanilla Chai tea
Earl Grey tea

Olive Leaf Tea
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Available flavours:
 Original
 Lemon & Mint
 Pomegranate

Olive leaf tea has been made
in Italy for hundreds of years,
being prized for its health-enhancing qualities, and we are delighted to now
offer this beautifully delicate tea at Mad Hatters!
The organic olive groves which provide these wonderful leaves are situated
on an ancient archaeological site in the Abruzzo region of Italy where every
morning, after the dews have dried, the youngest tender leaves are picked
by hand and slowly allowed to dry in special ovens.
The fresh mountain air and pure waters running off the Apennines mean
that the organic olive trees are growing far from any kind of pollution, and
this new tea is regenerating an historical agricultural zone rich in biodiversity
and of outstanding natural beauty.
Allow the tea to brew for 5-6minutes in your pot before pouring
Some of the many benefits of this tea are:


Caffeine and tannin free



Extremely high in antioxidants (including
oleuropein) – more than green tea or vitaminC



Antibiotic, anti-viral & anti-fungal



Proven aid to weight loss



Used traditionally to lower blood pressure & cholesterol



Proven to boost the immune system

We also have 30g bags of Olive Leaf Tea for sale at the Tea Bar for £6.95

Coffee
All of our coffees are made using our freshly ground coffee beans

Espresso
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Customise your Coffee!

Macchiato
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Americano
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Decaffeinated
Extra shot
Flavoured Syrup

Flat White
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Vanilla, Almond, Caramel, Gingerbread, Cinnamon

Cappuccino
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Whipped cream

Latte
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Mocha
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+50p
+80p
+50p

+50p

We also stock Almond and Soya Milk,
please ask your server

Soft Drinks
Mad Hatters Homemade soft drinks!
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Made by us with juiced fresh fruit – all natural & no nasties
Zesty Cloudy Lemonade
Pink Rose Lemonade
Raspberry-ade
Strawberry-ade

Bottled Drinks:
Orange or Apple juice
Coca Cola / Diet Coca Cola
Water - Still or Sparkling
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Hot Chocolate



Mad Hatters Choc-o-lot!
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A glass of delicious Harry’s original hot chocolate made with silky steamed
milk and topped with a dusting of cocoa powder.
Available in Original Milk Chocolate, or White Chocolate
Harry’s is a small independent company producing all natural products and situated in
Nantwich, Cheshire. Delicious and local – perfect!
We now stock 300g tins of Harry’s Hot Chocolate to take away with you!
Available in Original, White, Orange, & Mint chocolate – please ask your server

Hot Chocolate Truffle
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A cup of hot steamed milk served with our homemade, luxurious chocolate
truffles. Pop the truffles into your cup, stir to melt, and indulge!

Pimp your hot chocolate!
Marshmallows
Whipped cream
Flavoured Syrup

40p
50p
50p

Vanilla, Rose, Almond, Caramel, Coconut, Mint, Cinnamon, Hazelnut, Gingerbread

Milkshake
A chilled classic!
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Made with syrup & milk and topped with whipped cream
Strawberry, Banana, Chocolate, Coconut, Hazelnut, Caramel, or Vanilla

*************
Glass of cold milk
Glass of hot steamed milk
Glass of hot steamed milk with honey and cinnamon
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